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ABSTRACT

This thesis introduces ΘLQG, the hyper extension of the Linear Quadratic Gaus-
sian Regulator, for solving general purpose (locally optimal) nonlinear adaptive
control on multiple-input multiple-output systems. This approach can be used to
stabilize an under-actuated under-observed nonlinear dynamic system with noisy
measurements while simultaneously identifying system parameters. It requires a
parameterized dynamic model with operation about equilibrium points. Its gen-
eral construction can also be used in disturbance rejection, gain scheduling and
reference tracking. Specific case examples are introduced.
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CONVENTIONS AND NOTATIONS
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CHAPTER 1

THE INTELLIGENT AGENT

Figure 1.1: Optimal Adaptive Control

Before pursuing a specific representation and solution, it is informative to consider the
most general top-down architecture to decision making. It is common [1, p. 4] to call the
engineered entity that is making decisions the intelligent agent or just “the agent” for
short. There are several key features that appear universal to all intelligent behavior.

Begin with a dynamic system that is external to the intelligent agent (depicted
on the left side of Figure 1.1). This system represents how things change in time with
respect to each other and to external influence. In the most general sense, this system
has inputs and outputs that represent the flow of information, energy, material, etc. A
subset of these signals is accessible to the intelligent agent for measurement. Some aspect
of the dynamic system can be influenced by the intelligent agent. The influence of other
agents can be treated inclusively in the external dynamic system.

Before the agent can make any decision about what to do in its environment, it
must have an accurate estimation or interpretation of all of the necessary information
commonly referred to as the states of the system. Estimation requires a quantitative
understanding of how the signal changes as it moves from the input to the output. One
of the first challenges is the detection of relevant “features” to be classified as inputs
and outputs. Clustering and feature classification are central problems of traditional
machine learning [1], [2], [3]. For example, if an agent is attempting to make decisions
based on visual input, the entire pixel field of each frame is often unnecessary. For simple
applications, features like edges and high contrast colors are often adequate. If the agent
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can somehow “see” all the states in the system, then it can make the most informed
decision, but what if the agent does not have enough independent sources of information
to work out the state of the system at any instant in time? The measured quantities
alone are typically insufficient for good decisions.

An internal model of the external dynamic system is required to take full advantage
of the information available to the agent. A model allows for refined estimates of current
states and prediction of future states. A model makes both online and offline analysis
possible. The representation selected for the model directly carries with it a collection of
parameterized independent basis functions. One goal of model selection is providing the
most accurate model with the lowest necessary dimension. The accuracy of the model
and the estimator can be gauged by some metric, e.g., likelihood [4, p. 93] or mean square
estimation error (or covariance) [5, p. 87]. The estimation metric provides a measure
of how well the model is predicting the states of the observed output. The basis of the
model informs the agent or engineer of the appropriate metric. Once a metric is chosen,
naturally the agent or engineer seeks to optimize the performance of the estimator and
model with respect to past input and output.

What motivates the agent’s decisions? Motivation is captured by the concept of
reward. Reward is an intrinsic quantity to the agent and its environment. It can
be simplistic or abstract, e.g., hunger, pain, ethics, happiness, etc. Different rewards
produced different behaviors (drastically in some cases). Consider the decision of biking
to class. With some small probability an accident resulting in injury or even death is
possible, but there is a much more likely outcome of arriving at class safely and on time.
The expectation of reward may be positive or negative depending on how these two
outcomes are weighted and how likely they are to occur. The resulting choice to bike
or not bike will be mutually exclusive. This illustrates the shortcomings when events
of interest are not included or not given sufficient weighting. Do some rewards produce
“better” behaviors than other? The engineer’s selection of a proper reward for the agent
is a task in itself.

The agent seeks to optimize its experienced and expected future reward based on past
input and output and with respect to its internal model that provides predictions of
future outcomes. The collection of actions or policies that the agent learns represent
the control the agent has over the external dynamic system. Through analysis or
experimentation, the agent can build up a vocabulary of actions (policies) that solve
local reward optimization.

After acquiring a sufficiently rich vocabulary of policies for different tasks, the agent
can begin planning, which is essentially looking for the chain of policies that achieve a
more generic task. Again this can be done through analysis or experimentation. Planning
can be thought of as a higher level control where each high level action is a set of lower
level actions and the running net lower level reward from those actions is the high level
reward. It is in fact possible to construct arbitrary nesting of policies. The planned
solution to a problem will most likely be less optimal since it is the concatenation of
locally optimal policies. If an optimal plan is unsuccessful, it may be necessary to join
the problem domain of some subset of the policies and obtain a more globally optimal
policy. Nevertheless, this notion of planning is extremely useful in the context of solving
complex dynamic problems.
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Consider an agent that has acquired the optimal policies for walking up stairs, down
stairs and over and around static obstacles. If the agent is tasked with walking from
one floor of a building to another, the planning involves identification of the obstacle
arrangements and selection of the corresponding optimal policies. If the obstacle ar-
rangements are unfamiliar, the closest matching obstacle arrangements should be used
for initial policy selection, and some further optimization through experimentation or
analysis may be required.

Nesting of policies allows for internal symbolic objects that the agent can manipulate
and expand on in its decision making. It also provides the basis for communicating
with natural language. If one agent is trying to communicate a task to another agent
with a similar background of experiences, and they have a shared vocabulary, a plan
can be communicated with very simple syntactic structure. For instance, objects and
actions identify which policies to enact and sequential ordering implies the desired order
of operation. In this respect, this approach reflects the embodied cognition proposed by
Alan Turing in his 1950 paper [6]. “It can be maintained that it is best to provide the
machine with the best sense organs that money can buy and then teach it to understand
and speak English.”

Optimization is a key component to intelligent decision making. Optimization pro-
vides a procedural way to find models, estimators and controllers, while simultaneously
providing the “best” possible solution (or at least locally better solution) with respect
to some desired criterion. Optimization is very intuitive to an engineer. It is in fact
at the heart of everything they do. Living systems provide a template for what we as
human beings interpret to be intelligent behavior. Life is fundamentally driven by opti-
mization. The highest level of optimization comes in the form of a binary pruning called
natural selection. At the lowest level this involves all of the anatomical and physiologi-
cal changes (including intelligence) that optimize a life form to its environment over its
lifetime and over its genealogy. Hence optimization provides a very organic approach to
solving problems.

In summary, an intelligent agent must seek to optimize a collection of models, es-
timators, and controllers subject to physical and self-imposed constraints given by the
dynamic system, an estimation metric, controller rewards and underlying basis functions.
The basis functions should be selected such that they have the minimum necessary com-
plexity to represent the largest class of interesting phenomenon. Optimization can be
performed both online, i.e., while the new phenomenon is being encountered, and offline.
The goal of the engineer and/or agent is to find mathematical objects that provide a
partial offline analytic solution, i.e., a closed-form solution that reduces the amount of
online information and optimization necessary to learn a new policy.

It seems reasonable to postulate with an appropriate dynamic model and a well posed
optimization procedure (providing a simple set of rewards) all of the complex intelligent
behavior will simply fall out. That is, from an initial tabula rasa state, order of the
mind is a natural consequence of optimization to an ordered environment. Even if that
environment is stochastic and full of unknown disturbances, it is still possible to detect
models, identify parameters, estimate states and learn optimal policies. This is one of the
central philosophies of the LARG; learning occurs through reinforced interaction with a
physical reality [4, p. 232].
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CHAPTER 2

A PARAMETRIC MODEL

2.1 Stochastic Differential Equations
First consider a general deterministic MIMO system with time variable t ∈ R≥0, state
variable x ∈ Rn, control input u ∈ Rm for m ≤ n, and output y ∈ Rp for p ≤ n. The
dynamic system will also be characterized by an array of constant parameters Θ ∈ Rq

for q ≥ 0. The state velocities are given by the addition of f : R≥0 ×Rn ×Rq → Rn and
g : R≥0 × Rn × Rm × Rq → Rn to get

ẋ(t) = f(t, x(t); Θ) + g(t, x(t), u; Θ). (2.1)

This system must be Lipchitz over a compact set D ⊂ R≥0 × Rn × Rm to ensure well-
formed unique solutions [7, p. 93]. By construction, assume g (t, x(t),0m; Θ) = 0n. The
output is calculated from h : R≥0 × Rn → Rp to get y(t) = h(t, x(t)).

Now introduce white input noise with an interval of dũ(t) ∼ N
(
0, dtΣ̄ũ(t)

)
, where Σ̄ũ(t)

(with a bar accent) is in Rm×m and is non-negative definite. The infinitesimal interval
dt > 0 can be thought of as a time step. The covariance Σ̄ũ(t) is typically constant, but
could vary over time or the domain of the state or input. Gaussian noise will be added to
the measured output with z(t) = y(t) + z̃(t), where dz̃(t) ∼ N

(
0, dtΣ̄z̃(t)

)
, Σ̄z̃(t) ∈ Rp×p,

Σ̄z̃(t) � 0, and dt > 0. To interpret the input noise, divide the time line into a countable
sequence {tk}∞k=0. For infinitesimal intervals of dtk = tk+1 − tk, the input noise is

ũ(t) =

∞∑
k=0

1 {t ∈ [tk, tk + dtk)} dt−1
k dũ(tk),

where dũ(tk) ∼ N
(
0, dtkΣ̄ũ(tk)

)
, and ũ(tk) ∼ N

(
0, dt−1

k Σ̄ũ(tk)

)
. For all i 6= j, dũ(ti)

and dũ(tj) are IID. For the same infinitesimal intervals, the output noise is

z̃(tk) =

∞∑
k=0

1 {t ∈ [tk, tk + dtk)} dz̃(tk),

where dz̃(tk) ∼ N
(
0, dtkΣ̄z̃(tk)

)
. For all i 6= j, dz̃(ti) and dz̃(tj) are IID as well. To

implement dũ(t) (or dz̃(t)) in MATLABR©, compute

[EigVec(tk) EigVal(tk)] = eig
(
Σ̄ũ(tk)

)
,

dũ(tk) = EigVec(tk) ∗
√
EigVal(tk) ∗

√
dtk ∗ randn(m, 1).
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For both the input and the output, this could be intentionally introduced pseudo-
noise. If a desired deterministic control is being applied, but the physical implementation
is noisy (intentionally or unintentionally), then the input becomes u + ũ. If an ideal
deterministic input u is being applied to the system, but the resulting measure of that
input is noisy, then the input becomes u+(ṽ − ṽ) = v+ṽ, were v := u−ṽ is the measured
input and dṽ(t) ∼ N

(
0, dtΣ̄ṽ(t)

)
. In either case, the stochastic system is of the form

ẋ(t) = f (t, x(t); Θ) + g (t, x(t), u(t) + ũ(t); Θ) , (2.2)

z(t) = h(t, x(t)) + z̃(t). (2.3)

Discrete systems are simply a subset of continuous systems that can be modeled with
impulse functions, but treating them separately often produces simpler analysis. Define
the interval covariance as Σ

(̃·)k
:= dtkΣ̄

(̃·)k
(without a bar accent). A discrete dynamic

system, with k ∈ Z≥0, ũk ∼ N (0,Σũk ) and z̃k ∼ N (0,Σz̃k ) can be captured with the
difference equation

xk+1 = f (k, xk; Θ) + g (k, xk, uk + ũk; Θ) , (2.4)

zk = h(k, xk) + z̃k. (2.5)

2.2 Affine Restriction
For the moment, consider only dynamics that are affine in control and do not explicitly
depend on time. Many of the constructions that will be considered later will involve
linearizing about set control points and therefore a local affine model can be applied even
when the input is nonlinear. An n+ 1 state could be defined as time with xn+1(t0) = t0

and ẋn+1(t) = 1. For this reason t will no longer be explicitly stated in f , g or h, and
all of the following estimation results can be applied without loss of generality to time
varying systems. The affine restriction gives

ẋ(t) = f (t, x(t); Θ) + g (t, x(t), u(t) + ũ(t); Θ)

= f(x(t); Θ) +
∂g

∂u

∣∣∣∣
u=0

(u+ ũ) + (u+ ũ)T
(
∂2g

∂u2

∣∣∣∣
u=0

)
(u+ ũ) + · · ·

=: f(x(t); Θ) +G(x(t); Θ) (u(t) + ũ(t)) , (2.6)

where G ∈ Rn×m is the Jacobian with respect to u. The affine restriction ensures
zero mean Gaussian noise in the input results in zero mean Gaussian noise in the state
velocities. The covariance of which is

Cov [G(x(t); Θ)dũ(t)] = dtG(x(t); Θ)Σ̄ũ(t)G
T (x(t); Θ). (2.7)

If the input presents itself in the output, i.e.,

z(t) = h (x(t), v(t) + ṽ(t)) + z̃(t),

a similar tactic can be used to expand and collect the zero mean Gaussian variables.
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2.2.1 Solution in the Sense of Itò

A numerical solution to Equations (2.6) and (2.3) can be found with tk = tk−1 + dtk−1

using left side Riemann integration. Its implementation is given by

x(tk) = x(tk−1) + (f(x(tk−1); Θ) +G(x(tk−1); Θ)u(tk−1)) dtk−1

+G(x(tk−1); Θ)dũ(tk−1),

z(tk) = h(x(tk)) + dz̃(tk).

2.2.2 Continuous to Discrete

A continuous model can be approximated by a discrete model in several ways. A more
accurate integration can be done with the bilinear z-transform [8, p. 569] where z is
the forward shift operator, i.e., zxk = xk+1. Consider a parameterized continuous LTI
system with sample time dtk at time tk. Applying the transform gives

2

dtk

(
z − 1

z + 1

)
xk = F (Θ)xk +G(Θ)uk

(z − 1)xk =
dtk
2

(z + 1) (F (Θ)xk +G(Θ)uk)

xk+1 − xk =
dtk
2

(F (Θ)xk+1 +G(Θ)uk+1

+F (Θ)xk +G(Θ)uk) .

Solving for xk+1 gives

xk+1 = Fkxk +Gk
(uk+1 + uk

2

)
∼= Fkxk +Gkuk, (2.8)

where

Fk :=

(
In −

dtk
2
F (Θ)

)−1(
In +

dtk
2
F (Θ)

)
, (2.9)

Gk := dtk

(
In −

dtk
2
F (Θ)

)−1

G(Θ). (2.10)

2.3 Concise Statement of Objectives
The objectives can now be restated in terms of the model and its variables. The first ob-
jective will be to asymptotically stabilize systems given by Equations (2.6) and (2.3) with
some unknown parameter vector Θ, i.e., send x(t)→ 0 as t→∞, for any arbitrary initial
time, t0, and initial state x(t0) using only the information given by the observed out-
put z[t0,t] := {z(s) : t0 ≤ s ≤ t} and the controller history u[t0,t] := {u(s) : t0 ≤ s ≤ t}.
To make further offline analysis possible for the engineer, a secondary objective is the
identification of Θ. Reference tracking can be achieved by redefining the state space as
the tracking error. Disturbances can be categorized as dynamic states that the control
cannot influence, but are in some way observable from the input-output history.
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CHAPTER 3

ESTIMATION WITH EKF

3.1 Discrete-Time Extended Kalman Filter
For those familiar with the Kalman filter, the “extended” form merely involves linearizing
a nonlinear state space about the current estimated state of the system and using that
Jacobian to estimate the next state. This is analogous to gain scheduling. The details
are as follows. Take the discrete model given by

xk = f (xk−1) +G (xk−1)uk−1 + w̃k−1,

zk = h (xk) + z̃k,

where, w̃k ∼ N (0,Σw̃k ) and z̃k ∼ N (0,Σz̃k ), and find an estimate, x̂k, that minimizes
E
{
‖x̂k − xk‖22

}
. That is, find the minimum mean square estimate (MMSE). This will

in turn minimize the covariance E
{

(x̂k − xk) (x̂k − xk)T
}

defined as Σk, subject to
current and past measurements and the linearized dynamic model. The solution will be
suboptimal unless the model is actually an LTI system. The construction of the estimator
is given in the following [5, p. 96].

1. Predict: Initialize at the best initial state estimate

x̂0|0 = E [x (t0)] ,

and the best initial variance estimate

Σ0|0 = Var [x (t0)] � 0.

For implementation this estimate is set to a cautiously high value. Generate an
estimate of the next state using the discrete model

x̂k|k−1 = f
(
x̂k−1|k−1

)
+G

(
x̂k−1|k−1

)
uk−1, (3.1)

and an estimate of the mean square error

Σk|k−1 = Mk−1Σk−1|k−1M
T
k−1 + Σw̃k−1 , (3.2)

where

Mk−1 :=
∂

∂x
(f +Guk−1)

∣∣∣∣
x̂k−1|k−1

. (3.3)
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2. Update: Optimally blend this new estimate1 with the observations using

L∗k = Σk|k−1H
T
k

(
HkΣk|k−1H

T
k + Σz̃k

)−1

, (3.4)

x̂k|k = x̂k|k−1 + L∗k
(
zk − h

(
x̂k|k−1

))
, (3.5)

Σk|k = (I − L∗kHk) Σk|k−1, (3.6)

where

Hk =
∂h

∂x

∣∣∣∣
x̂k|k−1

. (3.7)

These steps are depicted in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Discrete-Time Extended Kalman Filter

1Notation: The predicted estimate is xk|k−1, which means the best estimate of xk given
xk−1 from the model. The updated estimate xk|k is then taken to be the best estimate of xk.
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3.1.1 Continuous-Time Extended Kalman Filter

Take a model of the form

ẋ(t) = f(x(t)) +G(x(t))u(t) + w̃(t),

z(t) = h(x(t)) + z̃(t),

where dw̃(t) ∼ N
(
0, dtΣ̄w̃(t)

)
and dz̃(t) ∼ N

(
0, dtΣ̄z̃(t)

)
, and, in a similar fashion to the

discrete EKF, find an estimate, x̂(t), that minimizes the covariance,

Σ(t) := E
{

(x̂(t)− x(t)) (x̂(t)− x(t))T
}
, (3.8)

subject to current and past measurements and the linearized dynamic model. The predict
and update steps of the discrete form EKF are combined to give the following ODE form

˙̂x(t) = f (x̂(t)) +G (x̂(t))u(t) + L∗(t) (z(t)− h (x̂(t))) , (3.9)

Σ̇(t) = M(t)Σ(t) + Σ(t)MT (t)− L∗(t)H(t)Σ(t) + Σ̄w̃(t), (3.10)

L∗(t) = Σ(t)HT (t)Σ̄−1
z̃ (t), (3.11)

where

M(t) :=
∂

∂x
(f +Gu(t))

∣∣∣∣
x̂(t)

, (3.12)

H(t) :=
∂h

∂x

∣∣∣∣
x̂(t)

. (3.13)

Initialize x̂(t0) and Σ(t0) with expected initial state and covariance. Convergence of
x̂→ x occurs provided the rate of convergence is faster than the nonlinearity of {f,G, h},
or the state space remains in a locally linear neighborhood. For f+Gu that are nonlinear
in x, the matrix M will have explicit dependence on x̂(t). Additionally, {M,H} must
be observable almost everywhere. Local observability is verified by [9, 144] checking
the rank of the observability matrix is n. Due to the nonlinearity, observability may be
momentarily lost. These concerns will be addressed in Section 3.2.
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3.1.2 Sampled Continuous-Time Extended Kalman Filter

For practical implementation, most sensors are digital, and a hybrid construction is
necessary. Consider a continuous dynamic system with sampled observations modeled

ẋ(t) = f(x(t)) +G(x(t))u(t) + w̃(t),

zk = h (x (tk)) + z̃k,

where, dw̃(t) ∼ N
(
0, dtΣ̄w̃(t)

)
and z̃k ∼ N (0,Σz̃k ). As before, find an estimate x̂(tk)

with the MMSE, but this time use a continuous prediction and a discrete update. This
approach is approximately optimal as long as the sample time dtk is small enough. The
estimator is constructed as follows:

1. Predict: Initialize at

x̂ (tk−1) = x̂k−1|k−1, (3.14)

x̂0|0 = E [x (t0)] , (3.15)

and

Σ (tk−1) = Σk−1|k−1, (3.16)

Σ0|0 = Var [x (t0)] . (3.17)

Generate an initial estimate using the continuous model

˙̂x(t) = f (x̂(t)) +G (x̂(t))u(t),

Σ̇(t) = M(t)Σ(t) + Σ(t)MT (t) + Σ̄w̃(t),

where

M(t) :=
∂

∂x
(f +Gu(t))

∣∣∣∣
x̂(t)

.

2. Update: Then apply the discrete update given in Section 3.1.
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3.2 Parameter Estimation with the Hyper-EKF
Returning to the model given by Equations (2.6) and (2.3), with a few minor modifica-
tions, the EKF can take on parameter estimation alongside state estimation. This is done
by adding an auxiliary parameter vector Θ(t) where Θ̇(t) = 0, Θ(t0) is unknown, and h
does not depend on Θ. Expanding Equation (2.6) and adding additional environmental
noise df̃(t) ∼ N

(
0, dtΣ̄f̃(t)

)
gives

ẋ(t) = f(x(t); Θ) +G(x(t); Θ)u(t) +G(x(t); Θ)ũ(t) + f̃(t) (3.18)

=: f(x(t); Θ) +G(x(t); Θ)u(t) + w̃(t). (3.19)

There are only a few modifications/considerations that need to be made to the continuous
time EKF to “hyper extend” the state space and allow for simultaneous estimation of the
model parameters and the states. They are enumerated as follows:

1. System Noise: The system noise is given by

w̃T (t) :=
(
G
(
x̂(t); Θ̂(t)

)
ũ(t) + f̃(t) 01×q

)
, (3.20)

which has covariance

Σ̄w̃(t) = diag
{
G
(
x̂(t); Θ̂(t)

)
Σ̄ũ(t)G

T
(
x̂(t); Θ̂(t)

)
+ Σ̄f̃(t),0

q×q
}
. (3.21)

It is possible that GΣ̄ũ(t)G
T may not be positive definite, but Σ̄w̃(t) must always be

positive definite for the EKF to remain stable. To ensure this, choose a positive
definite tuning covariance of Σε ∈ R(n+q)×(n+q), e.g., Σε = εI(n+q), with some
small ε > 0. Then update the covariance with

Σw̃(t) ← Σw̃(t) + Σε, until Σw̃(t) � 0. (3.22)

This tuning covariance ensures that Σw̃k remains positive definite numerically,
which is particularly important when calculating the inverse matrix in the up-
date (alternative square root formulations of the Kalman filter, remove potential
numerical instability at the cost of higher computational complexity [10]). The
tuning covariance also adds an amount of uncertainty to the estimate of Θ, which
creates a plasticity to the model giving a poorer estimate of x̂ but faster estimate
of Θ̂. For this reason it can be decreased upon parameter convergence.

2. Output Noise: The output noise is unchanged with covariance given by Σz̃(t).

3. Initialization: The initial states are now

x̂ (t0) = E [x (t0)] ,

Θ̂ (t0) = E [Θ (t0)] ,

where E [Θ (t0)] is a best initial guess at Θ. The initial covariance estimates are

Σ (t0) = diag {Var [x (t0)] ,Var [Θ (t0)]} ,

where Var [Θ (t0)] is the best guess of the range of Θ.
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4. Jacobians: The linearized prediction model becomes(
˙̂x(t)
˙̂
Θ(t)

)
= M(t)

(
x̂(t)

Θ̂(t)

)
, (3.23)

ŷ(t) = H(t)

(
x̂(t)

Θ̂(t)

)
, (3.24)

where

M(t) =

(
∂
∂x

(f +Gu(t)) ∂
∂Θ

(f +Gu(t))

0q×n 0q×q

)∣∣∣∣∣
x̂(t),u(t);Θ̂(t)

, (3.25)

H(t) =
(

∂
∂x
h 0p×q

)∣∣∣
(x̂(t))

. (3.26)

5. PE Input: The matrices {M(t), H(t)} must be observable almost everywhere.
Local observability is verified by checking the rank of the observability matrix is
n+ q, i.e.,

rankO(t) = rank



H(t)

H(t)M(t)

H(t)M2(t)
...

H(t)Mn−1(t)


= n+ q for all measureable intervals.

(3.27)

Loss of observability can only occur at measure zero events (time intervals of length
zero). The system must be observable for a large range of values of x(t) and u(t).
This necessitates a persistently exciting (PE) input [11, p. 177]. Consider for
example the SISO system ẋ(t) = ax(t) + bu(t). If u(t) is chosen to be identically
zero, it is not possible to estimate b. For stable systems, signals with high frequency
content will suffice. According to [11] this requires q distinct input frequencies (a
requirement that is easily accomplished with any broadband noise). For unstable
systems, the challenge becomes finding a stabilizing state feedback input that is
also sufficiently exciting to estimate the states. One of the primary issues is loss
of identifiably due to state feedback, which is explored in [12, p. 96]. The central
issue is linear dependence in the estimation.

6. Over Parameterization: An adjacent issue is over parameterization [11, p. 48].
Consider the case where Equation (2.6) is an LTI system. In the absence of noise,
it can be written in the frequency domain s ∈ C, with transfer function Λ(s), as


Y1(s)
...

Yp(s)

 =


Λ11(s) . . . Λ1m(s)

...
...

Λp1(s) . . . Λpm(s)




U1(s)
...

Um(s)

 , (3.28)
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i.e., the transfer function is a p by m matrix of rational polynomials. This repre-
sentation is equivalent to the state space form. In minimal form each polynomial
is at most of degree n. Expressing the denominator in monic form [9, p. 161]
implies that there are at most 2n− 1 unknown polynomial parameters for all pm
entries. This gives at most mp(2n− 1) uniquely identifiable parameters (any pole
zero cancelations will reduce this number). The LTI system in state space form
will have at most n2 + nm + pn parameters in its Jacobians. Ergo there are
non-unique parameterizations in the state space representation. These must have
known value or known algebraic relation to the polynomial parameters. In sum-
mary, the upper bound on the number of uniquely identifiable parameters is given
by

q ≤ mp(2n− 1). (3.29)

If all that is known is the dimension of the state space, a minimal representation for
an unknown model can still be found with the observable canonical form (assuming
the system is observable). If a discrete model is being built from a continuous
model, there are often redundant parameters generated as a function of dtk. Rather
than reparameterize the system, the Hypter-EKF is often more stable with the
continuous parameterization.

7. Contraction: Since Θ is constant, any constraint on Θ can be represented as the
contraction T (Θ) = Θ. In the discrete case, this means Θk ← T (Θk−1), which can
be incorporated in the Jacobian of M to get

Mk−1 =

(
∂
∂x

(f +Guk−1) ∂
∂Θ

(f +Guk−1)

0q×n ∂
∂Θ
T

)∣∣∣∣∣
x̂k−1|k−1;Θ̂k−1|k−1

. (3.30)

One such constraint example is parameter normalization over some subset of the
parameters indexed from i to j,

Θ[i:j],k ←
Θ[i:j],k−1

‖Θi,k−1‖ 2

(3.31)

:= Norm
(
Θ[i:j],k−1

)
with Jacobian

∂Θ[i:j],k

∂Θ[i:j],k−1

= −‖Θ[i:j],k−1‖−3
2

(
Θ[i:j],k−1ΘT

[i:j],k−1 − ‖Θ[i:j],k−1‖22I(j−i)
)
. (3.32)

Another possible constraint is the soft positive ramp function forcing Θi > 0,

Θi,k ←
Θi,k−1

1− e−γΘi,k−1
, γ � 0,

which, for positive entries, returns approximately the same number, and for neg-
ative entries returns zero. This “soft” representation is preferable because it is
differentiable everywhere, which is good for calculating the necessary Jacobians.
The same approach can be used to restrict the parameter space to a known domain

13



Θ ∈
(
Θ−,Θ+

)
with the contraction

Θi,k ←
Θi,k−1 −Θ−i

1− e−γ(Θi,k−1−Θ−i )
− Θi,k−1 −Θ+

i

1− e−γ(Θi,k−1−Θ+
i )
, γ � 0 (3.33)

=: SoftSector
(
Θi,k−1,Θ

−,Θ+, γ
)
,

and its Jacobian

∂Θi,k

∂Θi,k−1
=

1− e−γ(Θi,k−1−Θ−i ) − γ
(
Θi,k−1 −Θ−i

)
e−γ(Θi,k−1−Θ−i )(

1− e−γ(Θi,k−1−Θ−i )
)2 (3.34)

−
1− e−γ(Θi,k−1−Θ+

i ) − γ
(
Θi,k−1 −Θ+

i

)
e−γ(Θi,k−1−Θ+

i )(
1− e−γ(Θi,k−1−Θ+

i )
)2 .

Figure 3.2 shows one such curve for Θ ∈ (0, 5), γ ∈
(
6−1, 6+1

)
. As γ grows

larger, the constraint boundaries become harder. This is a useful tool for scenarios
where a poor parameter estimates result in a singularities in the model. The more
nonlinearity added to the dynamic system, the more likely the EKF is not going
to converge so these bounds should be as generous as possible. It is wise to put
high bounds on all of the model parameters that may diverge or cause divergence.

Figure 3.2: Soft Sector Constraint

8. Convexity:

Convergence of the Hyper-EKF to a global minimum is unlikely unless parameter
convexity is present. The locally linear model, rewritten as

ẋ(t) = ΘT fΘ(x(t), u(t)), (3.35)

is convex by default. Another common dynamic family that can be parameterized
convexly is the n-link end effector (robotic arm) [13, p. 270].
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3.3 A Rotated Acceleration Example
Considered a simulated noisy acceleration and position measurement with the accelera-
tion measurement aligned in an arbitrary orientation and scaled by an arbitrary scaling
factor. To construct this, begin with a simple 1D linear acceleration model where p is
the position, ṗ is the velocity, and a is the measured acceleration. The linear state ODE
for this system is

d

dt
p(t) = ṗ(t),

d

dt
ṗ(t) = a(t).

Define the state space and the output as

xT :=
(
p ṗ

)
,

y :=
(

1 0
)
x.

Assume the input is measured discretely, and approximate the ODE as a difference
equation. To convert the model to a difference equation, use the bilinear z-transformation
of the ODE above, (

2

dtk

z − 1

z + 1

)
xk =

(
0 1

0 0

)
xk +

(
0

1

)
ak.

After distributing the operator and simplifying, the resulting difference equation is

xk =

(I − dtk
2

(
0 1

0 0

))−1(
I +

dtk
2

(
0 1

0 0

))xk−1

+

dtk
2

(
I − dtk

2

(
0 1

0 0

))−1(
0

1

) (ak + ak−1)

=

(
1 dtk

0 1

)
xk−1 +

(
dt2k/2

dtk

)(ak + ak−1

2

)
(3.36)

=: Fkxk−1 +Gk
(ak + ak−1

2

)
.

Define the control input to be the average acceleration between one sample, i.e.,

uk :=
ak + ak−1

2
. (3.37)

The measurement of uk will contain Gaussian noise. This noise can be added as

xk = Fkxk−1 +Gk (uk − ṽk) +Gkṽk

=: Fkxk−1 +Gkvk + w̃k,
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where vk := uk − ṽk is the measurement containing Gaussian noise and w̃k := Gkṽk.
The covariance of dṽk is the scalar dtkσ2

ṽk
. The covariance of dw̃k is then

E
[
dw̃kdw̃

T
k

]
= GkG

T
k E
[
dṽ2
k

]
= dt2k

(
dt2k/4 dtk/2

dtk/2 1

)(
dtkσ

2
ṽk

)
. (3.38)

Now this model can be expanded to the full 3D case and a few more static parameters
can be added, namely the rotation between the position and acceleration measurement
and the scaling on the acceleration. Use p ∈ R3 to denote position, a ∈ R3 to denote the
true acceleration, a′ to denote the rotated and scaled acceleration measurement without
noise, R ∈ SO(3) to denote the rotation, and α ∈ R>0 to denote the scaling. Define the
parameter vector ΘT =

(
qT α

)
, where q is the normalized four vector of the real

and imaginary components of the quaternion ~q ∈ Q, i.e.,

~q = q0 + q1i + q2j + q3k → qT =
(
q0 q1 q2 q3

)
. (3.39)

The rotation matrix is a function of the quaternion and is given by

R(q) = 2


1
2
− q2

2
− q2

3
q

1
q

2
− q

0
q

3
q

0
q

2
+ q

1
q

3

q
1
q

2
+ q

3
q

0

1
2
− q2

1
− q2

3
q

2
q

3
− q

1
q

0

q
1
q

3
− q

2
q

0
q

2
q

3
+ q

1
q

0

1
2
− q2

1
− q2

2

 . (3.40)

The ODE model is thus given by

d

dt
p(t) = ṗ(t),

d

dt
ṗ(t) = αR(q)

(
R−1

(q)α−1a(t)
)

(3.41)

=: αR(q)a′(t).

Define the input and the state space as

vk :=
(
a′k + a′k−1

)
/2,

xTk :=
( (

p
1

ṗ
1

) (
p

2
ṗ

2

) (
p

3
ṗ

3

) )
.

The difference equation is then given by

xk = diag

{(
1 dtk

0 1

)
,

(
1 dtk

0 1

)
,

(
1 dtk

0 1

)}
xk−1 (3.42)

+ α diag

{(
dt2k/2

dtk

)
,

(
dt2k/2

dtk

)
,

(
dt2k/2

dtk

)}
R(q)(vk + ṽk

)
=: Akxk−1 + αBkR(q)vk + αBkR(q)ṽk

=: Fkxk−1 +Gkvk + w̃k,

and the measured output is

zk = diag
{(

1 0
)
,
(

1 0
)
,
(

1 0
)}

xk + z̃k

=: Hxk + z̃k.
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The normalization constraint on q defines a contraction given by Equation (3.31),

Norm(q̂
k−1

) =
q̂
k−1

‖q̂
k−1
‖ ,

and its Jacobian is given by Equation (3.32),

NormJacobian(q̂
k−1

) = −‖q̂
k−1
‖−3

2

(
q̂
k−1

q̂T
k−1
− ‖q̂

k−1
‖22I4

)
.

Apply a soft sector constraint, Equation (3.33), on α to restrict it to the interval (0, 10)

with γ = 10. This gives

SoftSector (α̂k−1, 0, 10, 10) =
α̂k−1

1− e−10α̂k−1
− α̂k−1 − 10

1− e−10(α̂k−1−10)
.

The gradient, SoftSectorJacobian (α̂k−1), is given by Equation (3.34). Adding these pa-
rameters to the state prediction equation and strictly enforcing normality of the quater-
nion gives

x̂k =

(
Ak 06×5

05×6 05×5

)
x̂k−1 +


06×1

Norm(q̂
k−1

)

SoftSector (α̂k−1)

+

(
α̂kBkR(q̂

k−1
)

05×5

)
vk

=: f
(
x̂k−1, Θ̂k−1

)
+G

(
Θ̂k−1

)
vk.

Section 3.1 outlines the discrete EKF. The augmented state and parameter Jacobians
from Section 3.2 are given by

Mk =


Ak αBk

(
∂R/∂q

)
u BkR(q)u

05×6 NormJacobian(q)

04×1

01×4

SoftSectorJacobian (α̂k−1)


∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣q=q̂

k−1

,

Hk =
(

diag
{(

1 0
)
,
(

1 0
)
,
(

1 0
)}

03×5
)
,

where

∂R/∂q =
(
∂R/∂q

0
∂R/∂q

2
∂R/∂q

3
∂R/∂q

4

)
. (3.43)

Choose a tuning covariance of Σε = εI10 for some small ε > 0. The covariance of w̃k is
given by

Σw̃k = diag

{
α̂2
kBkR̂kΣṽk R̂

T

k B
T
k ,0

5×5

}
+ Σε.
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3.3.1 Simulation

See Appendix A for the simulation source code. For the simulation the step time dtk was
held fixed and dtkΣ̄ṽk and dtkΣ̄z̃k were fixed constant matrices uVar and zVar respec-
tively. In Table 3.1 the known estimated parameters, denoted with an h superscript, are
plotted in solid lines against the true values randomly initialized as dashed lines. The
table shows the convergence rate at different covariance tuning values. As ε is decreased
the parameter estimation becomes smoother but requires more time to converge. Table
3.2 shows the convergence of the state estimate xh to the true state x. Here v = um is the
measured input and z is the measured output. Figure 3.3 shows estimation of slow LTV
parameters where the scaling is oscillating by a small sinusoidal offset and the rotation
discontinuously jumps every minute. Figure 3.4 shows how well the state estimate is
maintained even at the discontinuous jump.

Experimental Observations:

1. Observability: The rank of the linear observability matrix can be checked, but it
is unclear what the relationship between local observability and global nonlinear
observability might be. The observability matrix has been seen to momentarily
lose rank and yet the state space and parameter space have successfully converged.
The loss of rank is the result of the dependency on Θ̂k and u in the Jacobian, which
can easily produce poor conditions on linear observability as Θ̂k wanders to its true
value.

2. Persistent Excitation: If the acceleration input to the system is not sufficiently
exciting, some of the parameters may become unobservable. One obvious example
is when the acceleration is zero, and there clearly is no way to determine the
scaling factor or the rotation. Using input with high frequency content is an easy
way to avoid this. In this simulation several sinusoids of different frequency were
added together. The noise sources from ũ and z̃ also play a vital role in persistent
excitation.

3. Tuning: The adaptive tuning that is driving the estimation of Θ̂ comes from ũ,
z̃ and the selection of ε. With high ε the noise in the estimator accelerates faster
convergence of the parameters but results in noisier final estimates.

4. Initialization: When fitting for constant parameters, if the initialization is in a
bad neighborhood the parameters may not converge. The estimator could become
unstable with unbounded α, but this issue can be resolved with a soft sector
constraint.
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Table 3.1: Parameter Estimation with Σε = εI11

ε = 10−2 ε = 10−4

ε = 10−6 ε = 10−8

ε = 10−10 ε = 10−12

Figure 3.3: Parameter Estimate of Time Varying Θ with Σε = 10−6I11
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Table 3.2: State Estimation with Σε = εI11

ε = 10−2 ε = 10−4

ε = 10−6 ε = 10−8

ε = 10−10 ε = 10−12

Figure 3.4: State Estimate Adapting to Time Varying Θ with Σε = 10−6I11
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Smoothness:

The adaptation parameter Σε assigns less certainty to the model as it increases. There-
fore, for large values, the state estimate relies more heavily on the measured output than
the predicted output. Figure 3.5 shows the state estimate xh after convergence with
ε = 10−2. A decreased tuning parameter of ε = 10−6 results in a smoother state esti-
mate as seen in Figure 3.6, but requires longer sampling time to achieve parameter and
state convergence as seen in Tables 3.2 and 3.1. This tradeoff applies to the unmeasured
velocity states being estimated as well. The engineer or agent must adjust this tuning
parameter until the desired performance is achieved.

Figure 3.5: State Estimate for Static Θ with Σε = 10−2I11

Figure 3.6: State Estimate for Static Θ with Σε = 10−6I11
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CHAPTER 4

CONTROL WITH LQR

4.1 The ∞-Horizon Continuous-Time LQR
For a known LTI plant of the form

ẋ(t) = Fx(t) +Gu(t), (4.1)

and a functional J : Rn × Rm → R of the form

JLQR =

∫ ∞
t0

(
xT (t)Qx(t) + uT (t)Ru(t)

)
dt, (4.2)

the optimal state feedback control that minimizes JLQR is

u∗(t) = −K∗x(t), (4.3)

where K∗ is the solution to the ARE [14, p. 189],

K∗ = R−1GTP, (4.4)

0 = FTP + PF − PGR−1GTP +Q. (4.5)

The matrices Q � 0 and R � 0 must be chosen such that none of the states or inputs
can go to infinity without J going to infinity. This requires the pair {F,G} to be
stabilizable. These equations can be factored in terms of the Hamiltonian matrix and
solved as a quadratic equation [9, p. 197]. They can also be solved in MATLAB with
the command lqr(F,G,Q,R). The simplest choice is Q = εIn with ε > 0 and R = Im.
This form is referred to as the symmetric root locus [8, p. 457]. As ε is increased, the
weight on x becomes stronger and the states become more tightly bounded. This occurs
at the expense of higher gains in the input u. The use of LQR ensures a variety of
nice closed-loop properties [9, p. 206] like a phase margin of ±60◦ and a gain margin of
20 log10(1/2) = −6.
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4.2 The ∞-Horizon Discrete-Time LQR
For a known LTI plant of the form

xk = Fxk−1 +Guk−1, (4.6)

and an functional J : Rn × Rm → R of the form

JDLQR =

∞∑
k=0

(
xTkQxk + uTkRuk

)
, (4.7)

the optimal state feedback control that minimizes JDLQR is

uk = −K∗xk, (4.8)

where K∗ is the solution to the DARE,

K∗ =
(
R+GTPG

)−1

GTPF, (4.9)

0 = Q+ FT
(
P − PG

(
R+GTPG

)−1

GTP

)
F − P. (4.10)

Again, {F,G} must be stabilizable, and the matrices {Q,R} are both positive definite.
MATLAB can solve these equations with the command dlqr(F,G,Q,R).

4.3 LQG: The Linear Quadratic Gaussian Regulator
Consider a known LTI plant of the form

ẋ(t) = Fx(t) +Gu(t) + w̃(t), (4.11)

z(t) = Hx(t) + z̃(t). (4.12)

The signal w̃(t) is PE and never comes to rest. Hence, the signal energy functional used
in Section 4.1 will no longer produce a bounded infinite horizon. For this reason the
objective function is written as the expected signal power

JLQG = lim
t→∞

E

{
1

t

∫ t

0

(
xT (τ)Qx(τ) + uT (τ)Ru(τ)

)
dτ

}
. (4.13)

The limiting optimal state feedback control that minimizes JLQG is [9, p. 229]

u∗(t) = −K∗x̂(t). (4.14)

Here K∗ is the solution to the ARE, and x̂(t) comes from

˙̂x(t) = F x̂(t) +Gu(t) + L∗(z(t)−Hx̂(t)), (4.15)

where L∗ is the optimal Kalman gain given by the continuous Kalman filter from Section
3.1.1 with static LTI Jacobians. In addition to stabilizability, the pair {F,G} must now
be observable.
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4.3.1 The Separation Principle

The LQG given in Section 4.3 comes from the separation principle [9, p. 156]. To derive
it, define the error

e(t) := x̂(t)− x(t), (4.16)

where ˙̂x(t) comes from Equation (4.15). Taking the derivative of this error gives

ė(t) = F x̂(t) +Gu(t) + L (z(t)−Hx̂(t))− (Fx(t) +Gu(t) + w̃(t))

= F x̂(t)− Fx(t) + L (Hx(t) + z̃(t)−Hx̂(t))− w̃(t)

= (F − LH) e(t) + Lz̃(t)− w̃(t). (4.17)

Note that Equation (4.17) holds regardless of u(t). Apply the control given by Equa-
tion (4.14), but replace x̂(t) with e(t) + x(t). An augmented state space can then be
constructed as (

ẋ(t)

ė(t)

)
=

(
F −GK −GK

0 F − LH

)(
x(t)

e(t)

)
+ õ(t), (4.18)

with õ(t) ∼ N
(
0, dtΣ̄õ(t)

)
. This augmented LTI system is given in upper block diagonal

form. Its eigenvalues are therefore determined separately by the eigenvalues of (F −GK)

and (F − LH), which means there are now two separate optimization problems:

1. Calculate the Kalman filter gain L∗ that minimizes E
{
‖e(t)‖22

}
. The estimation

error will then evolve according to the covariance of the Kalman filter.

2. Calculate the optimal state feedback gain K∗ that minimizes JLQR. The eigenval-
ues of (F −GK) will then be placed by the selection of Q and R.
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CHAPTER 5

ADAPTATIVE CONTROL

5.1 ΘLQG: The Hyper Extended LQG
The Hyper Extended Linear Quadratic Gaussian Regulator (ΘLQG) is constructed by
extending the LQG solution from Section 4.3 to accommodate a nonlinear model with an
unknown parameter vector. This is done with application of the “certainty equivalence”
[11, p. 10], a standard approach to adaptive control where Θ̂(t) is treated as the true value
of Θ. To do this, the EKF from Sections 3.1.2 and 3.1.1 is added with the augmented
parameter space from Section 3.2. The fully continuous and fully discrete versions are
given in Sections 5.2 and 5.3 respectively. Figure 5.1 depicts there construction. This
approach is referred to as Adaptive Pole Placement Control (APPC) in [11, ch. 7].

Figure 5.1: The Hyper Extended Linear Quadratic Gaussian Regulator
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5.2 The ∞-Horizon Continuous-Time ΘLQG
1. Model: The physical system is given by

ẋ(t) = f(x(t); Θ) +G(x(t); Θ) (u(t) + ũ(t)) + f̃(t), (5.1)

z(t) = h(x(t)) + z̃(t), (5.2)

where ũ and z̃ could be environmental and artificially induced noise, and f̃ is real
environmental noise.

2. Estimator: The Hyper-EKF is given by(
˙̂x(t)
˙̂
Θ(t)

)
=

(
f
(
x̂(t); Θ̂(t)

)
0q×1

)
+

(
G
(
x̂(t); Θ̂(t)

)
0q×m

)
u(t) (5.3)

+ L∗(t) (z(t)− h (x̂(t))) ,

Σ̇(t) = M(t)Σ(t) + Σ(t)MT (t)− L∗(t)H(t)Σ(t) + Σ̄w̃(t), (5.4)

L∗(t) = Σ(t)HT (t)Σ̄−1
z̃ (t), (5.5)

Σ̄w̃(t) = diag
{
G
(
x̂(t); Θ̂(t)

)
Σ̄ũ(t)G

T
(
x̂(t); Θ̂(t)

)
+ Σ̄f̃(t),0

q×q
}

+ Σ̄ε. (5.6)

3. Control: If
{
F (x̂(t); Θ̂(t)), G(x̂(t); Θ̂(t))

}
is controllable, i.e., the matrix

C(t) :=
(
G(t) F (t)G(t) F 2(t)G(t) . . . Fn−1(t)G(t)

)
, (5.7)

has rank [8, p. 430], [15, p. 145] equal to n, then the optimal control is

u = −K∗(Θ̂(t))x̂(t), (5.8)

where

K∗(Θ̂(t)) = R−1GT (Θ̂(t))P (5.9)

0 = FT (Θ̂(t))P + PF (Θ̂(t)) (5.10)

− PG(Θ̂(t))R−1GT (Θ̂(t))P +Q.

Other tests for controllability exist [9, ch. 12]. In the case that {F,G} is not
controllable, u could be selected as the previous input or the most excitatory input.
The choice should be based on the desired performance. One particular source of
trouble can come from the input gain G(Θ̂). If for any reason one of its nonzero
terms were to be estimated at zero, the LQR could produce an unbounded state
feedback gain K∗. There are several points along the loop that can be modified
to remedy this. For instance, the soft sector constraint given by Equation (3.33)
could be applied to the estimator to avoid these parameter domains. In the event
that the parameters themselves are prevented from going to zero, this may prevent
the Hyper-EKF from finding the correct parameter sign if initialized incorrectly.
An alternative approach is to allow the Hyper-EKF to estimate the parameters in
an unrestricted manner, but substitute a projected parameter value into the LQR
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with some specified lower bound tolerance, e.g., for Θ+ > 0 and Θ− < 0 use

G←


G
(

Θ̂(t)
)

if Θ+ ≤ Θ̂(t)

G
(
Θ+
)

if 0 ≤ Θ̂(t) < Θ+

G
(
Θ−
)

if Θ− ≤ Θ̂(t) < 0

G
(

Θ̂(t)
)

if Θ̂(t) ≤ Θ−

. (5.11)

Alternatively, a saturated rate limiter could be applied directly to the input. Con-
vergence of the estimator should be unaffected by this modification provided the
states remain bounded.

4. Jacobians: The linearized system is given by

F (t) =
∂

∂x
(f +Gu(t))

∣∣∣∣
x̂(t);Θ̂(t)

, (5.12)

H(t) =
(

∂
∂x
h 0p×q

)∣∣∣
x̂(t)

, (5.13)

M(t) =

(
∂
∂x

(f +Gu(t)) ∂
∂Θ

(f +Gu(t))

0q×n 0q×q

)∣∣∣∣∣
x̂(t);Θ̂(t)

. (5.14)

5. Design Variables: The tunable variables include:

Σũ - Adds noise to the input to increase excitation,

Σz̃ - Adds noise to the output to induce excitation,

Σε - Adds uncertainty to the model to drive exploration,

Q - Regulates the system states,

R - Regulates the control gains.

6. Initialize: Begin with the best estimate of the initial state

x̂ (t0) = E [x (t0)] ,

parameter values

Θ̂ (t0) = E [Θ (t0)] ,

and the variances of those estimates

Σ (t0) = diag {Var [x (t0)] ,Var [Θ (t0)]} .
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5.3 The ∞-Horizon Discrete-Time ΘLQG
Following the same steps as the continuous form, now use the discrete Hyper-EKF with
the discrete LQG. The construction is given in the following.

1. Model:

xk = f (xk−1; Θ) +G (xk−1; Θ) (uk−1 + ũk−1) + f̃k−1, (5.15)

zk = h (xk) + z̃k. (5.16)

2. Predict:

x̂k|k−1 = f
(
x̂k−1|k−1; Θ̂k−1|k−1

)
+G

(
x̂k−1|k−1; Θ̂k−1|k−1

)
uk−1, (5.17)

Θ̂k|k−1 = T
(

Θ̂k−1|k−1

)
, (5.18)

Σk|k−1 = Mk−1Σk−1|k−1M
T
k−1 + Σw̃k−1 , (5.19)

Σw̃k−1 = diag
{
G
(
x̂k−1; Θ̂k−1

)
Σũk−1G

T
(
x̂k−1; Θ̂k−1

)
+ Σf̃k−1

, (5.20)

0q×q
}

+ Σε.

3. Update:

L∗k = Σk|k−1H
T
k

(
HkΣk|k−1H

T
k + Σz̃k

)−1

, (5.21)

x̂k|k = x̂k|k−1 + L∗k
(
zk − h

(
x̂k|k−1

))
, (5.22)

Σk|k = (I − L∗kHk) Σk|k−1. (5.23)

4. Control:

If {Fk−1, Gk−1} is controllable, then

K∗k−1 =
(
R+GTk−1PGk−1

)−1

GTk−1PFk−1, (5.24)

P = Q+ FTk−1 (P (5.25)

−PGk−1

(
R+GTk−1PGk−1

)−1

GTk−1P

)
Fk−1,

uk = −K∗k−1x̂k|k. (5.26)

5. Jacobians:

Fk−1 =
∂

∂x
(f +Guk−1)

∣∣∣∣
x̂k−1|k−1;Θ̂k−1|k−1

, (5.27)

Hk =
(

∂
∂x
h 0p×q

)∣∣∣
x̂k|k−1

, (5.28)

Mk−1 =

(
∂
∂x

(f +Guk−1) ∂
∂Θ

(f +Guk−1)

0q×n ∂
∂Θ
T

)∣∣∣∣∣
x̂k−1|k−1;Θ̂k−1|k−1

. (5.29)
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CHAPTER 6

DETAILS FOR IMPLEMENTATION

6.1 Disturbance Rejection
Consider the task of stabilizing a dynamic system in the presence of an uncontrollable
disturbance. Further, assume that the disturbance is not influenced by the state, but may
influence the state and the output. Assume that the dynamic model of the disturbance
is known, but with unknown parameterization. Assume the disturbance is not directly
observable and its initial state is unknown. Obviously, as the number of estimated states
increases, the accuracy of the separate estimates will decrease. For the state x ∈ Rn1

and disturbance d ∈ Rn2 there are now n = n1 + n2 states. Assume when setting
the disturbance to zero, there are q1 unknown parameters associated with the dynamic
model of x. The dynamics associated with the disturbance introduce q2 new unknown
parameters to the system. The task, given p ≤ n1 observations, is to estimate all n
states alongside the q = q1 + q2 unknown parameters while simultaneously stabilizing
x. The estimation is a straightforward extension of the Hyper-EKF. This is possible so
long as observability is maintained and the system does not become over parameterized.
The dynamic model is given by(

ẋ(t)

ḋ(t)

)
=

(
f1 (x(t), d(t); Θ)

f2 (d(t); Θ)

)
+

(
G1 (x(t), d(t); Θ)

0n1×m

)
u(t), (6.1)

y(t) = h(x(t), d(t)). (6.2)

This general construction is motivated by the disturbance rejection examples given in
[8, p. 518] and [15, p. 243].

6.1.1 Sinusoids and Polynomials

There are two basic system types that can be used to generate large families of distur-
bances. With linear combinations of sinusoids or high order polynomials, it is possible to
estimate arbitrarily complex disturbances. A sinusoid of frequency

√
Θi can be generated

with

ḋ(t) =

(
0 1

−Θi 0

)
d(t), Θi ∈ R>0. (6.3)
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A polynomial of degree n can be generated with an upper right half triangle of degree n
with a zero diagonal. For example, a second-order polynomial can be generated with

ḋ(t) =

(
0 Θi

0 0

)
d(t), Θi ∈ R. (6.4)

6.1.2 Delay

Signal delay is another common form of disturbance that often results in destabilization.
A delay of τ can be expressed in the frequency domain s ∈ C with the transfer function
e−sτ , which can be expressed as

e−sτ =
e−sτ/2

e+sτ/2
=

∑∞
k=0 (−sτ/2)k /k!∑∞
k=0 (+sτ/2)k /k!

. (6.5)

These polynomials can be approximated to any desired accuracy with large enough k. For
small τ a second-order approximation is typically sufficient [8, p. 273]. The second-order
approximation applied to the transfer function in Equation (3.28) gives

Y (s; τ) =

(
1− sτ/2 + s2τ2/12

1 + sτ/2 + s2τ2/12

)
Λ(s)U(s). (6.6)

Time delay is now directly parameterized into the model. In state space form the Hyper-
EKF can be used to identify periodic discontinuous jumps in delay and slow LTV delay.
The frequency model can easily be converted back into a minimal state space model of
controllable [9, p. 34] form with n2 new states corresponding to the polynomial order of
the delay approximation.

6.1.3 Stabilizable LQR

For some classes of disturbance the same LQR control approach can be applied, but it
requires a stabilizing form of LQR. Stabilizability implies stability of the uncontrollable
states. Using the SRL regulators Q = εIn and R = Im and linear state feedback,
u = −K∗(t)x̂(t), it is possible to partition the costate matrix to get a reduced A.R.E.
with a set of auxiliary linear equations. When this can be done, the optimal control gain
is given by

K∗(t) = R−1
(
GT1

(
Θ̂(t)

)
0
)( P11 P12

PT12 P22

)
. (6.7)

If the disturbance d is Hurwitz, the solution is given by

P11F11 + FT11P11 − P11G1G
T
1 P11 + εIn1 = 0, (6.8)

PT12F12 − P11F12 = 0, (6.9)

PT12F12 + P22F22 + FT12P12 + FT22P22 − PT12G1G
T
1 P12 + εIn2 = 0. (6.10)

The Hurwitz requirement permits inevitability of F22 and FT22, which is necessary in
the derivation. The MATLAB command lqr automatically reduces to this form for
stabilizable systems.
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6.2 Gain Scheduling
With a few minor modifications to Equations (2.6) and (2.3), these results can be ex-
tended to arbitrary equilibrium points with nonzero steady state and control offsets. See
[7, p. 494] for a detailed stability proof of scheduling. The basic principle is, as long
as the operational points are adjusted slow enough, the system will remain stable and
asymptotically track to the set points. Let xs and us be the scheduled state and control
equilibrium points satisfying

0 = f(xs; Θ) +G(xs; Θ)us. (6.11)

The existence of this condition can easily be checked [9, p. 231]. Let xδ(t) be the local
neighborhood state and uδ(t) be the local neighborhood input. The system dynamic in
the neighborhood of the scheduled points, x(t) = xδ(t) + xs and u(t) = uδ(t) + us, is
given by

ẋ(s+δ)(t) = f(xδ(t) + xs; Θ) +G(xδ(t) + xs; Θ) (uδ(t) + us + ũ(t))

z(t) = h(xδ(t) + xs) + z̃(t).

The linearized model is given by

ẋδ(t) = Fsxδ(t) +Gsuδ(t), (6.12)

with Jacobians,

Fs =
∂

∂x
(f(x; Θ) +G(x; Θ)u)

∣∣∣∣
xs(Θ),us(Θ)

, (6.13)

Gs = G (xs(Θ); Θ) . (6.14)

If h(·) is linear, the steady state output ys = h(xs(Θ)) can be subtracted from the
measurement to get

zδ(t) = z(t)− h(xs(Θ))− z̃(t). (6.15)

This measurement of zδ(t) is passed to the EKF to get an estimate of x̂δ(t). The optimal
local control uδ(t) comes from the LQR and is added to the steady state input us and
pseudorandom noise ũ(t). The optimal control is then given by

u(t) = −K∗(Θ̂)x̂δ(t) + us(Θ̂) + ũ(t). (6.16)

6.2.1 Strong LQR Approximation

To ensure that the local linearity approximation is strong, it is sensible to regulate
the control gain so that the states with highly nonlinear operating points have higher
quadratic cost and consequently tighter local variation. This can be done by modifying
the Q and R matrices of the LQR based on the sensitivity of Equations (6.13) and (6.14).
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One possible metric could be a measure of how fast the Jacobians are changing over
time. For instance, a squared sum of derivatives could be used. The sensitivity of this
metric to a given state xi can then be found with the squared partial given by

Sensitivity(xi) :=

(
∂

∂xi

∑
ij

(
d

dt
Fij

)2
)2

=

(
∂

∂xi

∑
ij

(
fT

∂Fij
∂x

)2
)2

=

(
∂

∂xi

∑
ij

(
∂Fij
∂x

)T
ffT

(
∂Fij
∂x

))2

. (6.17)

6.3 Reference Tracking
One way to achieve reference tracking is by solving for the steady state values as a
function of the reference value and applying the gain scheduling control from Equation
(6.16). Alternatively, the state space can be rewritten with the variable transformation

e(t) := x(t)− r(t), (6.18)

where r(t) is the reference signal that the engineer wishes to track. Expressing Equation
(2.6) just in terms of e(t) gives

ė(t,Θ) = f(t, r(t)− e(t); Θ) +G(r(t)− e(t); Θ)u(t)− ṙ(t). (6.19)

This will be a time varying ODE unless the reference signal can be reformulated as a
state vector ODE like the polynomial and sinusoidal examples given in Section 6.1. The
use of gain scheduling will limit the rate at which the reference signal can change without
destabilizing the control.

6.3.1 Enhanced Persistent Excitation

Additional to the pseudorandom noise, a small perturbation can be added to the reference
signal to produce faster parameter convergence. Note that these PE reference signals
can only be added to states with equilibrium points. Following the construction given
in Section 6.3, one possible PE reference would be

ri(t) =

Ni∑
j=1

δij cos(ωijt), δij ∈ R>0, (6.20)

with
∑
iNi ≥ q and unique δij and ωij . The frequency content of the reference signal

should (in practice) be equal to or greater than the number of parameters in the system.
This claim is motivated by examples from [11, p. 511]. These reference signals can
be incorporated into the state space structure with Equation (6.3) where each Θ gives
an ωij . This is not entirely necessary since ΘLQG has white Gaussian noise from the
pseudorandom input and can clearly stabilize the system without this additional input.
It is important to reiterate, reference signals that are too fast can destabilize the system.
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6.3.2 Estimator Reduction with Model Convergence

Once the system arrives at its equilibrium point the state velocities will go to zero and
visibility of the model parameters will become difficult. The pseudorandom noise and PE
reference signals can support excitation and maintain correct parameter estimation, but
it is easier to fix the parameter estimates upon achieving some performance measure.
The estimate error of y(t) is one such possible performance measure. Select an error
threshold of eT and apply

Control =

{
ΘLQG if ‖y(t)− ŷ(t)‖ > eT

LQG with last best Θ̂ else
. (6.21)

That is, once the observation error has gone below some specified minimum threshold,
store Θ̂ at that time and leave it fixed. The model is now static. Just apply EKF and
LQR to the static model, unless the observation error goes back above the threshold.
Of course this approach may prevent the convergence of Θ̂ to Θ. Traveling through
multiple set points with a rich PE reference signal should increase the estimate accuracy
though. There are two major motivations to applying such an architecture. First, it is
computationally efficient to reduce the estimator once the system has achieved its goal
(so long as the system can maintain its goal). Second, if the parameters are known to be
fixed, it is not necessary to continually update them after convergence. If the parameter
estimate converges at a given set-point under PE conditions, it can be stored as Θ(xs, us)

for reuse at a later time (avoiding redundant computation).
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CHAPTER 7

APPLICATION OF ΘLQG

7.1 Stabilizing an Inverted Pendulum on a Cart
This is a canonical problem to control theory. A pendulum is attached to a sliding
cart via a frictionless rotating pivot as depicted in Figure 7.1. The cart slides along
one direction of motion, either on a track or with the use of wheels. Linear force is
exerted to the cart along the line of travel. The cart experiences frictional resistance to
its travel. The objective is to keep the pendulum upright while keeping the cart in the
neighborhood of a given reference position. The challenge is to do this with no knowledge
of the inertial or geometric parameters of the system, and to use only position and angle
measurements.

Figure 7.1: The Inverted Pendulum on a Cart
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1. Parameters: The constant system parameters are

m1 = mass of cart,

m2 = mass of pendulum,

J
CM2

= inertia of pendulum about center of mass,

` = length from pivot to pendulum center of mass,

g = gravitational acceleration,

b = frictional coefficient of the cart.

2. Input: The input is

u = linear force applied to the cart.

3. States: The states of the system are

x1 = cart position coordinate (y1),

x2 = cart velocity (ẏ1 = ẋ1),

x3 = pendulum angle from vertical (y2),

x4 = pendulum angular velocity (ẏ2 = ẋ3).

4. Output: Assume only the position and angle are measured. Then

y =

(
x1

x3

)

=

(
1 0 0 0

0 0 1 0

)
x.

5. Equations of Motion: The Lagrangian is

L(y, ẏ) =
1

2
m1v2

CM1
+

1

2
m2v2

CM2
+

1

2
J
CM2

x2
4 −m2g` cosx3, (7.1)

where

v2
CM1

= x2
2,

v2
CM2

=

(
d

dt
(` cosx3)

)2

+

(
d

dt
(x1 − ` sinx3)

)2

,

= x2
2 − 2`x2x4 cosx3 + `2x2

4.

Define

m12 := m1 + m2, (7.2)

and

J
2

:= J
CM2

+ m2`
2. (7.3)
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The Lagrangian becomes

L(y, ẏ) =
1

2
m12x

2
2 −m2`x2x4 cosx3 +

1

2
J
2
x2

4 −m2g`.

The ELE,

d

dt

∂L

∂ẏ1
− ∂L

∂y1
= u− bẏ1,

d

dt

∂L

∂ẏ2
− ∂L

∂y2
= 0,

gives

m12ẋ2 −m1`
(
ẋ4 cosx3 + x2

4 sinx3

)
= u− bx2,

J
2
ẋ4 −m2`

(
ẋ2 cosx3 − g sinx3

)
= 0.

Define

c0(x3) := 1−m2
2`

2
(
m12J

2

)−1

cos2 x3.

The state space is then given by ẋ = f(x, u), where

f1(x) = x2,

f2(x) = (c0(x3)m12)−1
(
u− bx2 + g (m2`)

2 J−1

2
sinx3 cosx3 −m2`x

2
4 sinx3

)
,

f3(x) = x4,

f4(x) =
(
c0(x3)J

2

)−1 (
g sinx3 + m−1

12

(
u−m2`x

2
4 sinx3 − bx2

)
cosx3

)
.

The Jacobians about the zero states are

F =
(
J
CM2

m12 + m1m2`
2
)−1


0 1 0 0

0 −J
2
b m2

1g`2 0

0 0 0 1

0 −m2`b m2m12g` 0

 , (7.4)

GT =
(
J
CM2

m12 + m1m2`
2
)−1 (

0 J
2

0 m1`
)
, (7.5)

H =

(
1 0 0 0

0 0 1 0

)
. (7.6)
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6. ΘLQG: Near equilibrium the inverted pendulum has the general structure

ẋ = F
(
Θ[1,4]

)
x+G

(
Θ[5,6]

)
u,

where

F
(
Θ[1,4]

)
=


0 1 0 0

0 −Θ1 +Θ2 0

0 0 0 1

0 −Θ3 +Θ4 0

 , (7.7)

GT
(
Θ[5,6]

)
=
(

0 +Θ5 0 +Θ6

)
. (7.8)

The Hyper-EKF prediction/update ODE is given by(
˙̂x(t)
˙̂
Θ(t)

)
=

(
F
(

Θ̂(t)
)

06×1

)
x̂(t) +

(
G
(

Θ̂(t)
)

06×1

)
u(t)

+ L∗(t)

(
y(t) + z̃(t)−H

(
x̂(t)

06×1

))
.

The system covariance is

Σ̄w̃(t) = diag
(
G
(

Θ̂(t)
)

Σ̄ũ(t)G
T
(

Θ̂(t)
)
,06×6

)
+ Σ̄ε.

The observation Jacobians are

H =
(

∂
∂x
h(x) 02×6

)
=

(
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

)
, (7.9)

M
(
x̂; Θ̂[1,6]

)
=

(
F
(

Θ̂[1,4]

)
∂
∂Θ

(
F
(

Θ̂[1,4]

)
x̂+G

(
Θ̂[5,6]

)
u
)

04×4 04×6

)

=



0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 −Θ̂1 Θ̂2 0 −x̂2 x̂3 0 0 u 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 −Θ̂3 Θ̂4 0 0 0 −x̂2 x̂3 0 u

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


. (7.10)

As outlined in Section 5.2, when the estimated model is observable, the H and
M̂ matrices are used to compute the Kalman gain L∗ with the continuous Hyper-
EKF, and when the estimated model is controllable, the F̂ and Ĝ matrices are
used to compute the state feedback gain K∗ with LQR.
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7.1.1 Simulation

The simulation was done in SIMULINKR©. The model is shown in Appendix B. By the
inspection of the F and Gmatrices given in Equations (7.4) and (7.5) and the Lagrangian
given by Equation (7.1), the parameters Θ1 through Θ6 can take on any positive value.
The parameters

ΘT =
(

1 2 3 4 5 6
)

(7.11)

were chosen for simulation. The resulting system eigenvalues were 0, +1, +0.7231, and
−2.7321. The observability matrix O(M(x̂, Θ̂), H) should have rank n + q to estimate
Θ̂ alongside x̂. There is however a subspace of values (x̂, Θ̂) for which rank (O) < n+ q.
Persistent excitation from ũ(t) and z̃(t) appears to make these events measure zero,
and as a result they do not prevent convergence of the estimator. For this simulation
Σ̄z̃k = I2 was used. Similarly, the controllability matrix C(F (Θ̂), G(Θ̂)) should be rank
n. Indeed it is rank n for Θ̂ = Θ, but as the parameter space is being estimated, it
is most certainly possible to find poorly conditioned values of Θ̂ that cause a drop in
rank. In these instances the LQR cannot be used to find the optimal state feedback
gain. For this simulation Q = diag ([1, 0, 1, 0]), R = 1, and Σ̄ũk = 10 were used. The
plant was modeled deterministically, and all of the noise was pseudorandom Gaussian
noise generated for the purposes of the observer and controller. The tuning noise from
Σε maintains model plasticity and accelerates parameter convergence. The system was
initialized with x (t0) = x̂ (t0) = 0, Θ̂ (t0) = 0, and Σ (t0) = 10I10. Figures 7.2–7.4 show
the results of the simulation. Both the states and the parameters converged.

Figure 7.2: State Space of Inverted Pendulum on Cart
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Figure 7.3: Parameter Space of Inverted Pendulum on Cart

Figure 7.4: Control Input of Inverted Pendulum on Cart
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CHAPTER 8

CONCLUSIONS

ΘLQG is a powerful result, that rests on a rich mathematical foundation. Revisiting
Figure 1.1, the separation principle of LTI systems allowed the problem to be decoupled.
The optimization itself was done with projection into Hilbert spaces [5, ch. 4], [10] and
the Calculus of Variations [5, ch. 7], [16], [14]. These steps were done once in an offline
manner and thus drastically reduced the computational complexity of application to
specific problems. Even though the solution is complex, its application only requires
the calculation of Jacobians and the selection of a few appropriate parameter values. Its
application relies heavily on the local linear approximation, but, for this reason, it can be
applied to an extremely large class of dynamic systems. It works provided the estimator
and controller converge faster than the nonlinearity of the system. That is, before being
driven from one state to the next, the controller and estimator must converge in the local
linear neighborhood. The more specific the parameter representation is, the faster the
parameter estimator will converge to the correct value, but the more brittle the solution
will become to discrepancies between the model and the real-world application. The
number of unknown parameters and states should be kept at a minimum to obtain the
best performance.
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CHAPTER 9

FUTURE WORK

One of the research goals of the Language Acquisition and Robotics Group here at the
University of Illinois is to explore acquisition of fine motor control on Bert the iCub (a
humanoid robotic platform). Proper semantic understanding of language requires asso-
ciative connections between these sensory-motor representations. Figure 1.1 outlines the
general organization necessary to develop fine motor skills. In an uncontrolled environ-
ment, the agent must have the most generalizable model possible, i.e. a model that can
capture the widest variety of dynamic phenomenon.

If the model is specified and a perfect state measurement is available but local lin-
earization is not applied, the problem becomes a standard Markov Decision Process
(MDP), and the solution can be obtained with polynomial computational complexity
using dynamic programming [17], [18]. This is the only recourse to finding an optimal
policy for an arbitrary model. Fortunately, dynamic programming can be implemented
procedurally and numerically, and it is well suited for stochastic systems.

If the model is not specified, but perfect state measurement is still possible, sample
based dynamic programming algorithms like Q-Learning [19] can be used to provide a
model-free approach to finding pseudo-optimal policies. Such approaches work when
there is a rich neighborhood of solutions and provided the agent has been given enough
time to explore the dynamic space. The computational efficiency of these algorithms will
decrease exponentially with dimension. There are function approximation [20] techniques
aimed at concentrating dimensionality only where it needs to be. This is one primary
area of future research.

In the event that neither the model nor the state is fully know, the algorithms become
quite complex. An idea of fundamental importance is the ability to reuse past experi-
ence. The traditional solution is the Partially Observable MDP (POMDP) [21, ch. 7],
which contains much of the same structure as ΘLQG. Through maximum likelihood, it
determines the model parameters (state transition probabilities) of the Hidden Markov
Model (HMM) and the state estimate (state belief vector). Sample based dynamic pro-
gramming is then performed on these states, e.g. Q-Learning, to determine the optimal
policy. One interesting direction of research would be to optimally blend offline dynamic
programming based on the estimated model with sample based dynamic programming
to obtain faster learning algorithms. Another interesting research direction would be to
add Q-Learning to the Hyper-EKF with local parameter storage using the most generic
possible minimal parameterization.
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An Inverted Pendulum in Bert’s Hand

There are large challenges surrounding control applications on the iCub. With the
intent of developing fine motor control, dynamic stabilization tasks of increasing com-
plexity have been proposed to vet out the details of these problems. One of the earliest
experiments involved keeping a ball on a plate [22]. Another fine motor task (that has
motivated much of the work of this thesis) involves balancing an unknown inverted pen-
dulum (Figure 9.1) in the hand of the iCub (Figure 9.2) using only vision feedback and
position encoders. An isomorphic task of slightly higher complexity involves standing
and reaching for objects.

Figure 9.1: Model of the Inverted Pendulum

Figure 9.2: Right-Hand Coordinate Fame of iCub
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Table 9.1: DH Table for Right Arm of iCub.
From http://eris.liralab.it/wiki/

Link i ai (mm) di+1 (mm) αi (rad) αi+1 (deg)
0 +32.0000 +000.00 +90.0 [−22.0,+084.0] + 000.0
1 +00.0000 −005.50 +90.0 [−39.0,+039.0]− 090.0
2 −23.3647 −143.30 +90.0 [−59.0,+059.0]− 105.0
3 +00.0000 −107.74 +90.0 [+05.0,−095.0]− 090.0
4 +00.0000 +000.00 −90.0 [+00.0,+160.8]− 090.0
5 −15.0000 −152.28 −90.0 [−37.0,+100.0]− 105.0
6 +15.0000 +000.00 +90.0 [+05.5,+106.0] + 000.0
7 +00.0000 −137.30 +90.0 [−50.0,+050.0]− 090.0
8 +00.0000 +000.00 +90.0 [+10.0,−065.0] + 090.0
9 +62.5000 +160.00 +00.0 [−25.0,+025.0] + 180.0

A model can be computed for the dynamics of the arm relating torque input τ ∈ Rm

from the motors to generalized coordinates q ∈ Rn. The Jacobians of this model are
calculated from Table 9.1, and the resulting equations of motion are given by [13, ch. 7]

τ = D(q)q̈ + C(q, q̇)q̇ + g(q) (9.1)

=: Y(q, q̇, q̈)Θ (9.2)

with

D(q) :=

n∑
i=1

(
miJ

T

vi
(q)J

vi
(q) + J T

ωi
(q)Ri(q)IiR

T
i (q)J

ωi
(q)
)
, (9.3)

Cijk :=
1

2

(
∂Dkj
∂q

i

+
∂Dki
∂q

j

− ∂Dij
∂q

k

)
, (9.4)

Ckj :=

n∑
i=1

Cijk(q)q̇, (9.5)

g
k

:=
∂

∂q
k

n∑
i=1

migT cmi , k = 1, . . . , n. (9.6)

In application to the robot this is an exceptionally difficult problem because it in-
volves nonlinear, high-dimensional, under-actuated, under-observed, exponentially un-
stable, high bandwidth dynamics. There are also disturbances of at least order 2 from
elasticity of the tendons. Only a few of the major joints have torque sensors preventing
direct torque control. To make matters worse, the robot is servo controlled with an
unmodeled stiction dynamic relating voltage to torque. Control is passed as a position
command at 30 HZ, and then onboard PID controllers track a fifth-order polynomial at
a higher sampling rate. When the motors are unpowered, back-driving of the gears holds
the arms and torso in place. To prevent the iCub from harming itself during operation,
it also checks its reference signals against a collision model. Sample based dynamic pro-
gramming algorithms like Q-Learning appear to be the only clear way to solve most of
these problems, but there is still the issue of unobservable states. In its current form
ΘLQG is clearly not sufficient to address these details, but it introduces many of the nec-
essary ingredients. Future research will be aimed at incorporating approximate dynamic
programming to Figure 1.1.
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APPENDIX A

RotatedAcceleration.m

%% Rotated Acceleration MATLAB Example with Time Invariant Parameters
% Application of Hyper-EKF for fusing rotated and scaled noisy measured
% acceleration with noisy measured position. Produces smooth and
% accurate position estimate along with scaling and rotation parameters.

clear;clc;clf;

%ADAPTATION PARAMATER======================================================

epsilon=10ˆ-6

%==========================================================================

% normalizing contraction and its Jacobian
Norm=@(q) q/sqrt(q’*q)
NormJacobian=@(q) sqrt(q’*q)ˆ-3*(sqrt(q’*q)ˆ2*eye(4)-q*q’)
% SoftSector contraction and its Jacobian
gamma=10% SoftSector gain
SoftSector =@(Var,VarMin,VarMax) (Var-VarMin)/(1-exp(-gamma*...

(Var-VarMin)))-(Var-VarMax)/(1-exp(-gamma*(Var-VarMax)));
SoftSectorJacobian=@(Var,VarMin,VarMax)(1-exp(-gamma*(Var-VarMin))-gamma*...

(Var-VarMin)*exp(-gamma*(Var-VarMin)))/(1-exp(-gamma*...
(Var-VarMin)))ˆ2-(1-exp(-gamma*(Var-VarMax))-gamma*(Var-VarMax)*...
exp(-gamma*(Var-VarMax)))/(1-exp(-gamma*(Var-VarMax)))ˆ2;

dt=1e-2;% sampling time
Ak=blkdiag([1,dt;0,1],[1,dt;0,1],[1,dt;0,1]);
Bk=dt*[dt/2;1];% bilinear transformed discrete control gain matrix
Bk=blkdiag(Bk,Bk,Bk);% 3 state control gain
H=blkdiag([1,0],[1,0],[1,0]);% measured output matrix (just position)

% measured output covariance from static sampling at dt=1e-2
zVar=[0.0642 -0.0002 0.0070;

-0.0002 0.0001 -0.0018;
0.0070 -0.0018 0.1266];

[zEigVec zEigVal]=eig(zVar);

% measured input covariance from static sampling at dt=1e-2
uVar=[0.5833 -0.0003 -0.0109;

-0.0003 0.4394 -0.0199;
-0.0109 -0.0199 0.6555]*10ˆ-6;

[uEigVec uEigVal]=eig(uVar);
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%% Constructing a PE signal
A=[1 2 3]*10;tmax=30;
omega=[1 2 3]*2*pi/dt/10;
t=0:dt:tmax;
phi=2*pi*[1/4 2/4 3/4];
for k=1:3

%Input Acceleration
u(k,:)= (-A(k)*omega(k)ˆ2*dtˆ2*cos(omega(k)*dt*t+phi(k))’-...

A(k)*(omega(k)ˆ0.1)ˆ2*dtˆ2*cos(omega(k)ˆ0.1*dt*t+phi(k))’-...
A(k)*(omega(k)ˆ0.9)ˆ2*dtˆ2*cos(omega(k)ˆ0.9*dt*t+phi(k))’-...
A(k)*(omega(k)ˆ1.1)ˆ2*dtˆ2*cos(omega(k)ˆ1.1*dt*t+phi(k))’);

%Position State
x(2*k-1,:)= (A(k)*cos(omega(k)*dt*t+phi(k))+...

A(k)*cos(omega(k)ˆ0.1*dt*t+phi(k))+...
A(k)*cos(omega(k)ˆ0.9*dt*t+phi(k))+...
A(k)*cos(omega(k)ˆ1.1*dt*t+phi(k)));

%Velocity State
x(2*k,:)= (-A(k)*omega(k)*dt*sin(omega(k)*dt*t+phi(k))-...

A(k)*omega(k)ˆ0.1*dt*sin(omega(k)ˆ0.1*dt*t+phi(k))-...
A(k)*omega(k)ˆ0.9*dt*sin(omega(k)ˆ0.9*dt*t+phi(k))-...
A(k)*omega(k)ˆ1.1*dt*sin(omega(k)ˆ1.1*dt*t+phi(k)));

end

%% constructing a measured signal
for k=2:length(t)

% measured u as sampled average
ubar(:,k)=(u(:,k)+u(:,k-1))/2;
% output as position with added noise profile
noise=randn(3,1);
z(:,k)=H*x(:,k)+zEigVec*sqrt(zEigVal)*noise;

end

% input scaling alpha0
alpha0=2*rand;
% input quaternion qt0 and rotation Rinv
qt0=randn(4,1);qt0=qt0/sqrt(qt0’*qt0)
q0=qt0(0+1);q1=qt0(1+1);q2=qt0(2+1);q3=qt0(3+1);
Rinv=[1-2*q2ˆ2-2*q3ˆ2, 2*q1*q2-2*q0*q3, 2*q0*q2+2*q1*q3;

2*q1*q2+2*q3*q0, 1-2*q1ˆ2-2*q3ˆ2, 2*q2*q3-2*q1*q0;
2*q1*q3-2*q2*q0, 2*q2*q3+2*q1*q0, 1-2*q1ˆ2-2*q2ˆ2];

%% initializing with expanded state space that includes alpha0 and q0
% x\hat_(k|k-1) xPredict(:,k)
% x\hat_(k|k) xUpdate(:,k)
% x\hat_(k-1|k-1) xUpdate(:,k-1)
% Sigma_(k|k-1) SigmaPredict(:,:,k)
% Sigma_(k|k) SigmaUpdtate(:,:,k)
% Sigma_(k-1|k-1) SigmaUpdtate(:,:,k-1)
Hk=zeros(3,11);Hk(1,1)=1;Hk(2,3)=1;Hk(3,5)=1;
xPredict(:,1)=zeros(11,1);xPredict(1,1)=z(1,2);xPredict(3,1)=z(2,2);...

xPredict(5,1)=z(3,2);xPredict(6+1,1)=1;xPredict(6+5,1)=2*rand;% initialize R=I
xUpdate(:,1)=xPredict(:,1);SigmaPredict(:,:,1)=eye(11);
SigmaUpdtate(:,:,1)=SigmaPredict(:,:,1);
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%% Implementing Hyper-EKF
k=1;
while(k<length(z))

k=k+1;

% rotating, scaling and adding noise to the input
noise=randn(3,1);
umeas(:,k)=alpha0ˆ-1*Rinv*(ubar(:,k))+uEigVec*sqrt(uEigVal)*noise;

% updating the parameter estimates
q=xUpdate(6+1:6+4,k-1);
q0=q(0+1);q1=q(1+1);q2=q(2+1);q3=q(3+1);
alpha=xUpdate(6+5,k-1);

% the estimated rotation matrix and its partials
R(:,:,k)=[1-2*q2ˆ2-2*q3ˆ2, 2*q1*q2-2*q0*q3, 2*q0*q2+2*q1*q3;

2*q1*q2+2*q3*q0, 1-2*q1ˆ2-2*q3ˆ2, 2*q2*q3-2*q1*q0;
2*q1*q3-2*q2*q0, 2*q2*q3+2*q1*q0, 1-2*q1ˆ2-2*q2ˆ2];

Rq0=[0,-2*q3,+2*q2;+2*q3,0,-2*q1;-2*q2,+2*q1,0];
Rq1=[0,+2*q2,+2*q3;+2*q2,-4*q1,-2*q0;+2*q3,+2*q0,-4*q1];
Rq2=[-4*q2,+2*q1,+2*q0;+2*q1,0,+2*q3;-2*q0,+2*q3,-4*q2];
Rq3=[-4*q3,-2*q0,+2*q1;+2*q0,-4*q3,+2*q2;+2*q1,+2*q2,0];

% the EKF Jacobian
Fk=zeros(11,11);
Fk(1:6,1:6)=Ak;
Fk(1:6,6+1)=alpha*Bk*Rq0*umeas(:,k);
Fk(1:6,6+2)=alpha*Bk*Rq1*umeas(:,k);
Fk(1:6,6+3)=alpha*Bk*Rq2*umeas(:,k);
Fk(1:6,6+4)=alpha*Bk*Rq3*umeas(:,k);
Fk(1:6,6+5)=alpha*Bk*R(:,:,k)*umeas(:,k);
Fk(6+1:6+4,6+1:6+4)=NormJacobian(q);
Fk(6+5,6+5)=SoftSectorJacobian(alpha,0,10);

% the estimated tuning covariance
wSigma=blkdiag(Bk*R(:,:,k)*uVar*R(:,:,k)’*Bk’*alphaˆ2/2,zeros(5,5));
wSigma=wSigma+epsilon*eye(11);%>>> epsilon <<<

% new state and parameter predictions
xPredict(1:6,k)=Ak*xUpdate(1:6,k-1)+alpha*Bk*R(:,:,k)*umeas(:,k);
xPredict(6+1:6+4,k)=Norm(q);
xPredict(6+5,k)=SoftSector(alpha,0,10);

% state and parameter update with EKF
SigmaPredict(:,:,k)=Fk*SigmaUpdtate(:,:,k-1)*Fk’+wSigma;
L(:,:,k)=SigmaPredict(:,:,k)*Hk’*(Hk*SigmaPredict(:,:,k)*Hk’+zVar)ˆ-1;
xUpdate(:,k)=xPredict(:,k)+L(:,:,k)*(z(:,k)-Hk*xPredict(:,k));
SigmaUpdtate(:,:,k)=(eye(11)-L(:,:,k)*Hk)*SigmaPredict(:,:,k);

end
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APPENDIX B

InvertedPendulum.mdl

%% The Inverted Pendulum SIMULINK Model:
% The model was implemented with variable run time.
% The lqr() function was called on from an embedded m-file.

Figure B.1: Inverted Pendulum SIMULINK Model
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Figure B.2: Model & Estimator

Figure B.3: Reward & Control

% Embedded MATLAB functions

function F = fcn(x1,x2,x3,x4,Theta1,Theta2,Theta3,Theta4,Theta5,Theta6,u)

F=zeros(10);
F(2,:)=[0,-Theta1,+Theta2,0,-x2,+x3,0,0,u,0];
F(3,:)=[0,-Theta3,+Theta4,0,0,0,-x2,x3,0,u];

function K = fcn(Theta1,Theta2,Theta3,Theta4,Theta5,Theta6,R)
Q=eye(4);
A=[0,1,0,0;0,-Theta1,+Theta2,0;0,0,0,1;0,-Theta3,+Theta4,0];
B=[0;Theta5;0;Theta6];
K=zeros(4,1);
C=ctrb(A,B);
r=0;r=rank(C,10^-3);
if r==4
K=lqr(A,B,Q,R);
end
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